The PATMDCUT-L line of cutters takes the PATMDCUT line to new heights. Taking the same stable platform from its sister product line and extending the product out to three different lengths that include (48", 60" and 72" functional inches). Like the PATMDCUT line, this line uses the same blades and jaws covering the same array of materials: from Copper Conductor to Guy Strand and everything in between as well as covering a ranges of conductor up to .90”.

Features and Benefits

- Retractable blade guide ensures safe and smooth cut
- 350 degree rotatable head for operating in any position
- Replaceable blades
- Available in wide several lengths (48", 60", 72”)
- Wide range of conductors are accommodated
- Rocker Trigger located right at your thumb
- Six (6) seconds to make a cut on the largest wire!!
- High capacity 3.0 AH Li-ION batteries provide more cuts / crimps per charge
- One set of blades to cut all specified materials
- Large hand grip area allows easier operation with gloves
- 5-year limited warranty on tool, 1 year on batteries and charger
- Actuated blade guide automatically closes for easy positioning on cable and allows large diameter cable to be cut
- Features interchangeable MD6 series jaw assemblies, capable of both cutting and crimping operations (using “W” and “X” style dies)
- Emergency release blade guide (patent pending)
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